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Abstract. The need for both high quality images and lightweight structures
is one of the main drivers in space telescope design. An efficient wave-
front control system will become mandatory in future large observatories,
retaining performance while relaxing specifications in the global system’s
stability. We present the mirror actively deformed and regulated for appli-
cations in space project, which aims to demonstrate the applicability of
active optics for future space instrumentation. It has led to the develop-
ment of a 24-actuator, 90-mm-diameter active mirror, able to compensate
for large lightweight primary mirror deformations in the telescope’s exit
pupil. The correcting system has been designed for expected wavefront
errors from 3-m-class lightweight primary mirrors, while also taking into
account constraints for space use. Finite element analysis allowed an opti-
mization of the system in order to achieve a precision of correction better
than 10 nm rms. A dedicated testbed has been designed to fully character-
ize the integrated system performance in representative operating condi-
tions. It is composed of: a telescope simulator, an active correction loop, a
point spread function imager, and a Fizeau interferometer. All conducted
tests demonstrated the correcting mirror performance and has improved
this technology maturity to a TRL4. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this
work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
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1 Introduction
Advancements in space telescope technologies have allowed
for significant breakthroughs in our understanding of astro-
physical and terrestrial phenomena. The instrument require-
ments depend on the science objectives. For instance,
exoplanet direct imaging and characterization requires a
combination of high spatial resolution, excellent sensitivity,
high contrast, and extreme stability.1,2 In the field of cosmol-
ogy, dark matter characterization requires large surveys, with
a wide field of view and extremely precise astrometry.3 Earth
observations require a large field of view, high angular res-
olution, wide spectral range, and eventually rapid revisit
capability.4 Thus, the common needs that drive telescope
evolution are higher angular resolution, sensitivity and wave-
front stability.
As angular resolution and sensitivity depend directly on
the optical aperture;5 larger primary mirrors must be used.
One of the key aspects for space telescope technology is
then to increase the diameter while keeping mass and size
suitable for launch, as well as structural stability and optical
surface quality in-flight.6,7
The most famous large space observatory is the Hubble
Space Telescope.8 Launched in 1990, it operates in the ultra-
violet/visible. Its primary mirror is 2.4 m in diameter and is
F∕24. It has been polished to a surface error of 6.3 nm rms.
Made of ULE glass with an areal density of 180 kg∕m2, this
mirror presents exceptional stiffness and thermal stability.
The largest telescope currently flying is the Herschel
Space Observatory, in orbit since 2009.9,10 Its primary mirror
is 3.5 m in diameter and is F∕0.5. These dimensions have
been chosen to be as large as possible with launch fairing
constraints. The mirror is made of SiC with an areal density
of 21.8 kg∕m2. The telescope operates in the infrared,
between 55 and 672 μm, with an optical prescription for
the surface error of 3 μm rms. Larger monolithic mirrors
will not fit in the actual launch fairing, so segmented tele-
scope concepts must be adopted. The James Webb Space
Telescope, planned to be launched in 2018, will be a
major step forward for space telescopes.11 Its primary mirror
is 6.5 m in diameter and is F∕1.2. The telescope operates in
the infrared, between 0.6 and 2.7 μm, and it will be passively
cooled down to 40 K thanks to its large sunshield. The large
sizes of the primary mirror and sunshield, as well as the dis-
tance between the primary and secondary mirrors, require
the observatory to be folded up in the launch fairing and
deployed in flight. The primary mirror is composed of 18
beryllium segments mounted on an active structure which
will be unfolded. The areal density of the mirror assembly
is 50 kg∕m2. JWST is designed to be diffraction-limited at
2 μm, so the surface error requirement for each segment is
25 nm rms. To meet this requirement, the mirrors will be
actively controlled through seven degrees of freedom per
segment.12
These three examples showcase the state-of-the-art for
space telescopes. As future space telescopes evolve towards
larger diameters and more compact architectures, without a
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significant mass increase, they will be more sensitive to
thermo-elastic, gravitational effects and misalignment, mak-
ing the achievement of an ultrastable structure difficult.13,14
Starting with JWST, the next generation of space telescopes
will require an active mirror in order to meet surface quality
and stability requirements. The larger the telescope and the
smaller the wavelength, the more important stability con-
straints will be, which requires the development of innova-
tive active systems.
For about 30 years, developments in active and adaptive
optics allow an efficient wavefront error (WFE) correction in
large ground-based observatories, in order to reach the tele-
scope diffraction limit.15 On the one hand, adaptive optics
systems analyze atmospheric turbulence effects and correct
them with one or more deformable mirrors (DM).16 On the
other hand, active optics compensate the large mirrors’
thermo-elastic and gravity deformations: the optimal shape
is maintained with push/pull actuators located behind the
optical surface.17,18 Moreover, the growing complexity of
optical instrumentation requires innovative systems. In this
context, active optics are useful for variable optical path
instruments where an active mirror will allow the correction,
in situ and in real time, of aberrations evolving with the
instrument’s configuration.19,20 Dedicated to the correction
of optical aberrations induced by the instrument’s intrinsic
defects, active optics techniques could be efficiently
employed in future spaceborne telescopes. However, existing
active systems are not directly applicable for space instru-
mentation; considerations about weight, size, power con-
sumption, mechanical strength and reliability must first be
addressed.
So, active optics will allow a technological breakthrough
by providing means to ensure optical quality in the future
large telescopes.21 First, it will correct a constant bias linked
to the difference of gravity between integration on Earth at
1 g and operation in space at 0 g, but also average thermal
environment and alignment errors. Secondly, it will compen-
sate for thermo-elastic deformation of the telescope structure
and primary mirror, due to thermal fluctuations linked to the
orbital dynamics. In this context, two different approaches
are being studied to compensate for large, lightweight
mirrors’ deformation in space. The first solution consists in
maintaining the primary mirror’s optimal shape with numer-
ous actuators under the optical surface. This approach has
been adopted for the JWST, and several studies are develop-
ing active lightweight mirrors where numerous actuators are
embedded in the substrate.22,23 Such an active primary mirror
would allow for a reconfigurable telescope architecture: seg-
ments can be moved and their shapes adapted depending on
their positions.24 The second solution consists of performing
the correction in the exit pupil plane of the telescope, further
along the optical train. It requires a small and light active
mirror with a limited number of actuators. A prototype
mirror with 24 actuators, designed for this second approach,
is presented in this paper. It has been developed in the
framework of the mirror actively deformed and regulated
for applications in space (MADRAS) project. The system
has been optimized with finite element analysis (FEA) and
its performance has been characterized in a laboratory en-
vironment, improving its Technology Readiness Level to
TRL4.25
2 Active Correcting Mirror Conception
2.1 Specification of the MADRAS Project
Starting from existing telescope deformation data, a system
study has been performed in order to model the expected
deformation maps of 3-m-class primary mirrors under exter-
nal perturbations such as gravity and temperature changes.
They are defined according to the application (Earth obser-
vation in low or geostationary orbit or astronomical obser-
vation at high angular resolution), and according to the
telescope type (monolithic or deployable). A synthesis of
these different needs has allowed the definition of a common
specification for the MADRAS mirror.
The error budget provides four main items which limit
image quality: mirror manufacturing; the assembly, integration,
and testing; gravity effects; and on-orbit thermo-elastic defor-
mation. The expected deformations are decomposed into
Zernike polynomials, giving the number of Zernike modes
to be corrected, along with their amplitudes and required pre-
cisions. The mirror’s manufacturing will induce high spatial
frequency errors which are not addressed by the active
correcting system. Integration and alignment errors will mostly
induce third order aberrations. Gravity and thermo-elastic
effects will deform the mirror in the low Zernike modes, up
to the fifth order. The specifications for the MADRAS system
are defined by including all significant Zernike terms from
these four error sources, presented in Table 1. Considering
that rigid body motions will be corrected by a separate system,
for example a five degrees of freedom gimbal on the secondary
mirror; tip, tilt and focus modes are not addressed here. In order
to meet the required image quality in the visible, the residual
WFE after correction must be less than 5 nm rms for each
modes separately and less than 10 nm rms for a global
WFE, composed of a combination of these modes.
The correction will be performed in an optical plane con-
jugated to the primary mirror, so that the active mirror is
90 mm diameter, which is the size of the exit pupil plane
of the considered Korsch designs.26 The weight of the cor-
recting system is limited to 5 kg. The system’s reliability and
robustness are studied, and the overall system is designed to
survive both space and launch environments. However, the
validation of the actuators and the electronics is a separate
study, so the MADRAS project does not address this. For
the performance demonstration, wavefront control is per-
formed through Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensing, but
this strategy could be adapted depending on the application.
As the effects of zero gravity and thermal dilatation are
addressed, the required actuation frequency is low, the dem-
onstrator operates at 1 Hz.
2.2 Optimization of Mirror Geometry
Designed to generate the specified modes, the MADRAS
mirror has 24 actuators. The system has been optimized
and fully characterized with FEA before manufacturing
and integration. The main drivers for the design were the pre-
cision of correction, the weight, and the mechanical strength,
notably during launch.
2.2.1 Multimode deformable mirror design
The chosen mirror geometry has been developed by
Lemaître.27 As presented in Fig. 1, it is a monolithic piece
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of Zerodur, made of a circular pupil with an external
thicker ring and 12 arms. This design is based on the sim-
ilarity between the Zernike polynomials used in optical
aberration theory28 and the Clebsch polynomials used in
elasticity theory.29 The application of 24 discrete forces
on both extremities of each arm allows the generation of
Zernikes defined by n ¼ m and n ¼ mþ 2; n and m
being the radial and azimuthal polynomials’ orders.
With 12 arms, m is included between 0 and 6. In addition
a central clamp holds the system, notably for launch, and
allows the generation of spherical aberration (m ¼ 0 and
n ¼ 4).
In this design, the forces that deform the mirror are
applied far from the optical surface. This way, it avoids
actuator print-through.30 Moreover, it decouples the number
of actuators from the mirror diameter: the number of required
actuators is only driven by the maximal spatial frequency to
be corrected. Finally, this design is not limited to a single
actuator technology: any actuator applying discrete forces
can be used with this type of mirror.
Table 1 MADRAS correction specification and corrective performance of each specified mode: residual wavefront error (WFE) deduced from finite
element analysis (FEA), from interferometric measurements and measured in closed-loop and maximum stress in Zerodur.
Mode
Incoming
WFE (nm rms)
Residual WFE
Stress max
(from FEA) (MPa)
FEA
(nm rms)
Interferometry
(nm rms)
Closed-loop
(nm rms)
Coma3 200 0.7 1.8 6.2 1.02
Astigmatism3 150 2.5 2.5 3.3 0.14
Spherical3 50 5.8 5.8 7.9 0.25
Trefoil5 30 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.10
Astigmatism5 30 1.8 2.2 2.9 0.36
Tetrafoil7 30 1.4 1.6 1.1 0.27
Trefoil7 30 1.6 2.2 3.3 0.77
Pentafoil9 30 6.8 6.9 7.3 0.61
Tetrafoil9 30 4.5 4.5 4.8 1.58
Worst case 265.3 10.7 11.1 14.6 <5.10
Fig. 1 (a) Principle of a multimode deformable mirror (MDM). (b) Finite element model of the MADRAS mirror, with actuators represented by
springs in red (63,708 hexaedral elements, 77,979 nodes –5881 nodes on the surface).
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2.2.2 Optimization with finite element analysis
The mirror geometry is optimized with FEA for the gener-
ation of each specified mode. The parameters are the thick-
ness of the central meniscus and the radii and thicknesses of
the outer ring, the arms and the central clamping. For a given
geometry, a finite element model is created and its 24 influ-
ence functions (IF) are recovered by applying a unit command
to each actuator, while the others are fixed. Then, the correc-
tion of a givenWFE ϕin is characterized by three main criteria:
1. The actuators’ commands α: given by the projection of
the WFE on the set of influence functions’ basis B:
α ¼ Bþϕin ¼ ðBtBÞ−1Btϕin: (1)
2. The precision of correction: defined as the rms ampli-
tude of the residual wavefront ϕout and determined by
the reconstruction of the corrected wavefront ϕcor:
ϕout ¼ ϕin − ϕcor ¼ ϕin − BðBtBÞ−1Btϕin: (2)
3. The resulting stress σ: determined by injecting the
actuators commands into the finite element model.
The design optimization consists of minimizing these
three criteria for each required mode. A classical least
squares algorithm is used to converge to the optimal
geometry.31
The finite element model, presented in Fig. 1, has 63,708
hexaedral elements and 77,979 nodes. The optical surface
contains 100 nodes on a diameter and 120 angular sectors,
providing sufficient sampling to characterize its deformation:
up to 50 cycles per pupil. The actuators are modeled by
springs with a given stiffness and length. The top extremity
of the actuator is a node of the model, representing the force
location (either under an arm or under the ring), and the bot-
tom extremity is represented by a node clamped in the ðx; yÞ
plane. A displacement along the z axis is applied on the bot-
tom spring node to simulate the actuation. The other boun-
dary condition on the model is the central clamping: the
bottom nodes of this part are fixed in the three directions.
2.3 FEA Characterization and Equipped System
The final mirror is 130 mm in diameter and 11 mm thick,
with a 90 mm diameter, 3.5 mm thick optical pupil. The
finite element model allows a full characterization of
the system: the precision of correction and mechanical
behavior are determined, such as hardware and integration
requirements.
2.3.1 Eigen modes
The system eigen modes are deduced from the set of influ-
ence functions by performing a singular value decomposi-
tion.32 The eigen modes, shown in Fig. 2, constitute an
orthogonal basis, representing all of the deformations that
the system can achieve. As expected, the modes are similar
to the Zernike polynomials.
2.3.2 Correction performance
Specified Zernike mode correction. Each specified
Zernike, deduced from the expected deformation maps of
primary mirrors in space (Table 1), is decomposed over
the set of influence functions’ basis, in order to characterize
mirror correction performance (see Sec. 2.2.2). The correc-
tion of tip, tilt and focus will be addressed by a five degrees
of freedom mechanism on the secondary mirror: it is simu-
lated by adding three virtual influence functions correspond-
ing to these modes.
Figure 3 presents the study of the astigmatism3 correction
and the performance of the correction of each mode is sum-
marized in Fig. 4 and Table 1. All the modes are corrected
with a precision better than 5 nm rms, except for spherical3
and pentafoil9 which are slightly worse. Fore these two
modes, the residuals are due to the central clamping and
to a symmetry mismatch between the system and the mode.
In conclusion, the modal correction efficiency has been
demonstrated with FEA.
Global WFE correction. With the corrective performance
of each mode the overall system performance can be
deduced. A representative WFE ϕin will be composed of
a random combination of the specified modes ϕmode;i.
ϕin ¼
X
λiϕmode;i; (3)
Fig. 2 Finite element analysis (FEA) results: (a) system influence functions (unit: μm). (b) System eigen modes.
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with λ a random coefficient between −1 and 1 and ϕmode the
specified maximum amplitude (summarized in Table 1).
As the study comes within the context of linear mechan-
ics, the corrective performance of each individual mode is
simply added to determine the performance of a mode
combination.
In the worst case, the system will have to correct the nine
modes at their maximum specified amplitude, in the same
orientation and at the same time. The study of this case
gives the limiting performance of the system. The resi-
dual wavefront after the correction of the worst case is
10.7 nm rms, which is slightly above the 10 nm rms specified
for the correction of a global wavefront. This result is accept-
able due to its small likehood. The maximum level of stress
is not located at the same place for each mode (on the arm,
the actuator location or the center), so in the worst case, the
maximum constraints will be lower than the sum of the val-
ues given for each mode, which is 5.10 MPa. The Zerodur
elastic limit is considered to be around 10 MPa,33 which
gives a safety factor higher than two, ensuring the mechani-
cal integrity of the system.
The global precision of correction is determined by per-
forming a statistical study on the correction of 1000 random
WFE, as defined in Eq. (3). The coefficient λi gives the
modes’ amplitude; they are drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion. The expected mean precision is then 5.9 nm rms, with a
standard deviation of 1.5 nm rms. The global correction effi-
ciency is then within the 10 nm rms specification.
2.3.3 Reliability analysis: dead actuator impact
The characterization of the system’s reliability can be per-
formed by studying the impact of one or several dead
actuators on the system performance. A dead actuator is
not supplied any more, but keeps its stiffness. The occur-
rence of a dead actuator can be modeled in two different
ways, depending if there is a system recalibration or not.
Without recalibration, the mode to be corrected is still pro-
jected on the 24 influence functions but the command of the
dead actuator is forced to 0. With a recalibration, the mode
projection is carried out on the 23 remaining influence func-
tions so the dead actuator will be compensated by its
neighbors.
The impact of a dead actuator depends on the actuator
location and on the mode to be corrected. The performance
of correction is computed for each mode and for each actua-
tor. The results advocate that a recalibration is essential to
maintain reasonable performance. Without recalibration,
the residual WFE is increased by a factor 7.7, on average;
this factor is reduced to 1.3 with recalibration.
For a chosen azimuthal order m, modes with the greatest
radial order n, are less influenced by the loss of one actuator.
The corrections of the modes defined by n ¼ m are more
damaged by the loss of an internal actuator, while the
modes defined by n ¼ mþ 2 are more dependent on exter-
nal actuators. This fact will allow balancing the impact of a
dead actuator with respect to a global WFE correction. On
the left of Fig. 5, the mean resulting residuals and the worst
and best cases are compared to the nominal performance:
with a recalibration, the loss of one actuator degrades the
Fig. 3 Characterization of the astigmatism3 correction: (a) Required mode (unit: μm). (b) Actuators’ displacements, deduced from the mode pro-
jection on the influence functions. (c) Precision of correction: generated mode and residues (unit: μm). (d) Resulting mirror deformation, from FEA
(unit: mm). (e) Resulting stress, from FEA (unit: MPa).
Fig. 4 Correction of each specified mode: amplitude of the wavefront
error before (in blue) and after (in green) correction.
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performance in a reasonable way, the correction stays within
the specification.
The evolution of the mean correction performance with
the number of dead actuators can also be studied: for a given
number of dead actuators, 50 random sets of dead actuators
are drawn and the correction of 100 random WFEs is
performed for each deteriorated set of influence functions
basis (Fig. 5, right). Logically, the residues increase with
the number of dead actuator, but we can see that with
two dead actuators the system is still functioning within
the specification: the mean precision is 9.7 nm rms, with a
standard deviation of 2.1 nm rms.
This is possible due to the intrinsic redundancy of the sys-
tem: 24 actuators are used for the generation of only 17
modes (the specified Zernike polynomials in any orienta-
tion). This performance is a major advantage for space
applications, ensuring the robustness and reliability of the
MADRAS concept.
2.3.4 Assembled system
Definition. The correcting system, shown in Fig. 6, weighs
4 kg and is 80 mm in height, with a diameter of 150 mm. It is
composed of four main pieces:
1. The Zerodur mirror, with a central meniscus, an outer
ring, 12 arms and a fixed central cylinder. It is polished
in the 100 mm diameter aperture.
2. An Invar supporting structure, composed of a cone
and a reference plate. The reference plate is stiffened
with thin ribs so that any deformation of the plate
will be negligible. The mirror is glued to the top
part of the cone, on the bottom perimeter of the central
clamp.
3. Twenty-four piezoelectric actuators. They are linked to
the mirror and to the reference plate. Their required
stroke is deduced from the worst case correction:
Fig. 5 (a) System performance with one dead actuator (FEA results, considering a recalibration): comparison of the mean precision of correction of
a system fully functional (in blue) and a system with one dead actuator (in green). (b) Evolution of the mean residual wavefront with the number of
dead actuators, with a recalibration (statistics on 5000 random WFEs and sets of dead actuators).
Fig. 6 (a) Model of the assembledmirror (mirror in green, reference plate in purple, cone in gray, actuators in blue and fixation devices in light blue).
(b) Integrated system.
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the actuators must provide a 10 μm displacement in
order to compensate for all the specified WFEs. The
chosen actuators are the Cedrat PPA40M which have a
40 μm stroke, at 80 V.
4. The three bipods holding the system. These fixation
devices, attached at three points on the reference
plate, have been designed to provide an isostatic
condition.
Validation. The assembled system is modeled with FEA,
in order to verify that the structure does not change the
mirror’s performance or mechanical behavior. The main
differences between the model of the assembled mirror
and the model of the mirror alone come from the boundary
conditions: the reference plate is not infinitely rigid but stiff-
ened with ribs and fixed on three points, and the central pad
is not completely clamped but glued on its periphery. The
influence functions are recovered from the assembled mirror
model and the study of each specified mode is performed, as
in Sec. 2.3.2. This study has shown that the performance of
the assembled mirror differs in a negligible way from the
performance of the mirror alone. The characterization per-
formed previously is still accurate and the assembled mirror
design is validated.
Quasi-static and dynamic analyses are performed to sim-
ulate the system’s mechanical behavior during launch. The
mechanical strength of the system is estimated under quasi-
static loads of 30 g, applied along three axes. For each direc-
tion, the maximum stress is 1 MPa, located around the mirror
central clamp. During launch, this load is applied to the sys-
tem in three directions, at the same time, so the maximum
stress induced in the mirror will be 3 MPa, giving a safety
factor of 3. A modal analysis has also been performed, giving
the first mode at 233 Hz, which is a safe value considering
the resonance frequencies of launch vehicles.34 This vali-
dates the stiffness of the structure and the flexibility of
the three fixation devices.
2.4 Conclusion of the Finite Element Analysis
Extensive FEA have allowed a complete opto-mechanical
system definition, optimization and characterization. First,
the mirror alone has been designed in order to correct the
nine main Zernike modes expected to appear in a space tele-
scope with a precision better than 5 nm rms. We also dem-
onstrated that a representative WFE is corrected with a 6 nm
rms precision. Secondly, the specifications and tolerancing
on the system hardware have been defined and the assembled
system has been designed and integrated.
3 Experimental Testing and Performance
3.1 Opto-Mechanical Validation
Once the system is integrated, a first performance characteri-
zation was conducted with a Fizeau interferometer in order to
measure optical surface deformations. The mirror is facing
downward and mounted on a tip/tilt plate. The goal of the
measurement was to validate the mechanical design and
the integration by correlating simulations and measurements.
The interferometer has an optical aperture of 100 mm in
diameter and a reference flat is used. In order to minimize
the measurement noise, an averaging of nine measurements
is systematically performed. The deformation maps are given
on a grid of 550 by 550 pixels and the interferometer meas-
urement precision is 1 nm.
The 24 system’s influence functions are measured by
sending a push/pull command to each actuator while the
others are at rest. Their shape can be compared to the ones
expected from FEA by normalizing the deformation maps.
As we can see in Fig. 7, measured and simulated influence
functions are very similar. As a result, the eigen modes have
the expected Zernike shapes (see Fig. 8).
From the influence functions, the mirror correction
capability can be deduced for each specified mode. With
a difference lower than 1 nm between simulations and mea-
surements, the expected precisions of correction are well
recovered (see Fig. 9 and Table 1). In the worst case, the
total residual error is 11.1 nm rms, and the mean precision,
computed on 1000 random WFE, is 6.2 nm rms, with a stan-
dard deviation of 1.5 nm rms.
So the opto-mechanical design is validated, the mirror is
able to efficiently generate the shapes that will allow the
compensation of the expected deformation of a 3-m-class
lightweight primary mirror in space. This interferometric
characterization gives the ultimate performance of the sys-
tem, which is the goal for the closed loop functioning.
3.2 Closed-Loop Performance
MADRAS mirror is then coupled to a wavefront Sensor
(WFS) and a Real Time Computer (RTC) in order to dem-
onstrate its functioning in closed loop in a representative
configuration.
A telescope simulator injects a WFE onto the correcting
mirror and the efficiency of the active loop is studied by com-
paring the measurements before and after correction. In order
to fully characterize the system, several types of measure-
ments are performed: wavefront sensing, point spread func-
tion (PSF) imaging and interferometry.
3.2.1 Mirror control
For the demonstration, the wavefront sensing and control is
performed through a Shack–Hartmann WFS. The sensor,
placed in a plane conjugated to the active mirror, measures
local wavefront slopes within subapertures defined by a
microlenses array.35 A Real-Time Computer processes the
Fig. 7 Comparison of the simulated and measured influence func-
tions: top: internal actuator. Bottom: external actuator (both simulated
and measured maps are normalized to a rms value of 1).
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measurements and computes the mirror commands in order
to match the measured wave-front with a reference one. Once
the control law, loop gain and reference wavefront are
defined, the active correcting loop operates autonomously,
at a 1 Hz frequency.
This wavefront sensing and control strategy is typically
used in adaptive optics systems.36 But a different wavefront
sensing approach could be adopted, optimized according to
the mission.
3.2.2 Test bed
Description. The test bench, shown in Fig. 10, is com-
posed of the following elements:
1. A point source and collimating lens, simulating the
observation of a distant object.
2. A telescope simulator generating WFE expected in a
3-m-class telescope. It is an adaptive optics loop, com-
posed of a 20-mm-diameter, 88-actuator magnetic DM
(DM8837), a 3-mm-diameter Shack–Hartmann WFS1
with 784 subapertures and a RTC1. The DM pitch is
2.5 mm and the actuators are positioned on a 10 by 10
grid. This sampling allows the generation of all the
required spatial frequencies and oversampling the
WFS1 (28 by 28 subapertures) allows for an accurate
measurement of the residual wavefront, up to 14
cycles per pupil.
3. An active correction loop, composed of the MADRAS
mirror, a second 3 mm diameter 28 × 28 subaperture
Shack–Hartmann WFS2 and a second RTC2.
4. Four beam expanders, relaying the pupil between the
DM88, which is the entrance pupil, and the WFS1, the
MADRAS mirror and the WFS2.
5. Two imaging cameras located in focal planes before
and after the correction.
6. A Fizeau interferometer, directly looking at the mirror
in order to monitor its deformation in real time.
Calibration. The active system calibration consists of
performing an interaction matrix: the influence functions
are measured with the WFS to compute a control matrix.
As explained in Sec. 2.3.2, the external handling of tip,
tilt and focus is simulated by adding virtual influence
functions.
The loop noise is characterized by correcting the turbu-
lent phase: a WFE is measured at 4.8 nm rms. This
precision is reduced to 0.5 nm rms by averaging 100
measurements.
For an efficient PSF measurement, the first step is to cor-
rect the WFE seen by the WFS when a flat wavefront is
injected. The contributors of this WFE have been identified
and characterized:
1. The telescope simulator generates a flat wavefront and
the specified modes with a precision of 5 nm rms.
2. Small test bench misalignment induces 18 nm rms of
optical aberrations.
3. The integration bias induces a 200 nm rms WFE: at
rest, the MADRAS mirror has some shape error,
due to actuator integration.
The flattening is obtained with a residual error of 12.2 nm
rms. In order to characterize the precision of correction of a
calibrated WFE, this residual wavefront is the target for the
next corrections.
Fig. 8 System eigen modes, deduced from the measured influence functions.
Fig. 9 MADRAS performance: residual WFE measured by the wave-
front sensor (WFS2) after the correction of each specified mode in
closed loop (in pale green), compared to the expected performance,
from interferometric measurements (in green) and from FEA (in blue)
(errorbars correspond to the interferometer and WFS precisions).
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3.2.3 Mode correction
The correction performance in closed loop is measured
for each specified mode. They are all corrected with a pre-
cision better than 8 nm rms (see Fig. 9 and Table 1). The
expected precision of correction, deduced from simulations
and measurements with the Fizeau interferometer is recov-
ered with a difference lower than 1.5 nm for seven of the
modes.
The correction of astigmatism3&5, trefoil5&7 and tetra-
foil7&9 is highly efficient, the residual WFE is below 5 nm
rms, and the pentafoil9 correction precision is around 7 nm
rms. The amplitude of the residuals measured for all these
modes (except for tetrafoil7) is slightly higher than the
expected one. This difference has several causes such as
the numerical errors from the phase reconstruction using
the measured slopes, and the noncommon path aberrations
between the interferometric path and the MADRAS loop.
Coma3 and spherical3 are currently corrected with a
precision of 6 and 8 nm rms, but this result could be
improved up to the values expected from the interferometric
measurements by working on the control matrix, or by add-
ing a real system to actuate the tip, tilt and focus modes. Both
coma and tilt modes have a component in cosðθÞ in their
mathematical expressions, and both focus and spherical aber-
rations have a component in ρ2. Thus, the generations of
these modes are linked and the method used for the tip,
tilt and focus handling impacts the correction. In a represen-
tative configuration, a five degrees of freedom mechanism
will address the three modes. Tip, tilt and focus influence
functions will then be real, automatically solving this
Fig. 10 MADRAS testbed: optical design and picture.
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problem. So, the mismatch between simulations and mea-
surements for these two modes is not due to the active mirror
itself but to the current control method. As seen in Sec. 3.1,
the interferometric measurements have validated the efficient
generation of these modes and, as for the other modes,
the performance will be recovered with the new experimental
set-up.
In Fig. 11 we present the wavefront shapes before and
after the correction of the specified astigmatism3. The
residual shape and amplitude are close to the ones expected
from simulation (see Fig. 3). For each specified mode, the
PSF before and after correction have been recorded, illustrat-
ing well the correction. The optical shape of the mirror has
been measured with the Fizeau interferometer, constituting
Fig. 11 Astigmatism3 correction: WFE before (147.4 nm rms) and after (3.3 nm rms) correction—Zernike decomposition of the WFEs—point
spread function (PSF) before and after correction—Optical shape of the mirror (76.5 nm rms).
Fig. 12 Correction of a random WFE (the given wavefront is an average of 100 measurements, tip, tilt and focus substracted).
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another validation of the correction: the measured deforma-
tion corresponds well to the injected WFE.
In conclusion, the simulated precision of correction is
efficiently recovered, which validates the functioning of the
correcting mirror within the active loop.
3.2.4 Expected WFE correction
After having demonstrated the system’s ability to correct
each specified mode separately, the correction performance
is studied regarding global WFE expected in space tele-
scopes, as defined in Sec. 2.1. In order to perform a statistical
study as in Sec. 2.3.2, the linearity of the system must be
verified. This is validated by studying influence functions:
each influence function amplitude evolves linearly with
applied voltage, and the wavefront resulting from the com-
mand on several actuators corresponds to the sum of the
wavefront resulting from individual commands. So, the
experimental mean precision of the MADRAS system is
deduced from a statistical study on the correction of 1000
random WFE, representative of a 3-m-class primary mirror
deformation in space: 8.2 nm rms, with a standard deviation
of 1.8 nm rms. This correction performance is well within the
10 nm rms specification.
By working on the tip, tilt and focus handling, this per-
formance could be improved to 6.2 nm rms, deduced from
the interferometric measurements. To reach this ultimate per-
formance, a real tip, tilt and focus correction will be imple-
mented on the test bench, with a motorized platform.
Finally, an example of random WFE correction is pre-
sented in Fig. 12: the injected wavefront is 129 nm rms and
the corrected wavefront is 8.6 0.5 nm rms. Once again, the
gain for the PSF measurement is obvious.
4 Conclusion
The MADRAS project has demonstrated the performance of
a correcting mirror dedicated to the compensation of large
lightweight primary mirror shape errors in space. Instead
of directly maintaining the primary mirror’s optical shape,
the correction is performed in the telescope exit pupil plane,
allowing a reduction of the number of actuators and active
system mass. The developed system has only 24 peripheral
actuators, it is 130 mm diameter (for a pupil of 90 mm) and
80 mm high, it weighs 4 kg and has been conceived with
regard to operation in space (low power consumption, low
CTE, mechanical strength, robustness and reliability).
The first phase of the project consisted of a FEA optimi-
zation of the active mirror design, based on the correction
requirements of a 3-m-class space telescope. The FEA has
verified the mechanical strength of the system and helped
define the specification on the hardware and the integration.
The second phase consisted on the system assembly, integra-
tion and test. The opto-mechanical concept was validated
with interferometric measurements: the measured influence
functions are equivalent to the simulated ones along with the
expected performance. Finally, the third phase allowed the
complete characterization of the active system in a closed
loop with relevant incoming perturbations. The correction
performance has been experimentally demonstrated on a
dedicated testbed: the developed system is able to compen-
sate for specified deformations with a precision between 6
and 8 nm rms.
This project has brought the developed active mirror tech-
nology up to a Technology Readiness Level of 4, improving
its maturity for space qualification. Its functioning has been
fully validated in a laboratory environment. The next step is
to perform environmental testing to reach a TRL5.
Placed in a pupil relay of future large telescopes, such a
system will provide high resolution images while relaxing
the tolerances on the assembly, integration and test phases.
It will have a strong impact on the ratio performance over
cost reduction, regarding telescopes development. This
would be a major innovation which will allow the emergence
of large, lightweight and compact space telescope concepts.
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